MANIFESTO

I Shyam Patel (150020005) contesting for the port Cultural Councilor for the year of 2017-18, propose do the following, if elected:

INITIATIVES

- Conduct intra hostel competition in literary arts to increase hostel enthusiasm in this genre
- Make a year look back movie showing the hostel culture and various events throughout the year
- Design the logo and name for each wing and try to put them up by coordinating with maintenance council
- Propose to buy Video Projector, Amplifier, Tripod and Prime lens for the hostel

CULTURAL GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

- Conduct theme meeting & auditions on time so that practice starts well in advance for big GC’s
- Prepare the database of hostel inmates and freshmen as per their interest in cult to increase participation
- Make sure notices are put up in advance and everyone is well aware of the events beforehand as soon as institute cultural secretaries announce the GC
- Publicize GC results properly on Facebook Groups and on notice board to maintain the enthusiasm among the inmates

AT INSTITUTE LEVEL

- Represent my hostel in every Cult Com meeting and keep hostel informed about the decisions
- Coordinate with Institute Cultural Council, and promote the same among my secretaries to arrange for institute meeting/workshops in the hostel

HOSTEL EVENTS

- Ensure that the festivals such as Diwali, Holi, Ganesh Chaturthi, Dussehra, Janmastami, Lohri etc. are celebrated in a traditional and enthusiastic way
- Ensure that all the important events are covered and photos are updated on hostel facebook page
- Organize informal events like Tug of war, Karaoke Night, Bhutta Night, Movie night, and other interesting board games during hostel events and festival

MISCELLANEOUS

- Orientation sessions will be conducted for the Freshmen at the start of the session
- Ensure coordination among secretaries and will conduct regular meetings to see that they work according to their manifesto
- Ensure timely design, publicity and order of Hostel Tshirt by the Design secretary
- Organize workshops like dance, music, camera handling, etc. to encourage good participation in GCs and improve hostel cultural
- Extend my full support and coordination to the PAF team to ensure smooth organization of PAF

CREDENTIALS

- Literary Arts Secretary, Hostel 9 IIT Bombay